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Abstract 20	
Microbial communities in natural ecosystems are subject to strong ecological rules. The 21	

study of local communities along a regional metacommunity can reveal patterns of 22	

community assembly, and disentangle the underlying ecological processes. In particular, 23	

we seek drivers of community assembly at the regional scale using a large lacustrine 24	

dataset (>300 lakes) along the geographical, limnological and physico-chemical 25	

gradients in the Pyrenees. By using high throughput amplicon sequencing of the 16S 26	

rRNA gene, and inferring environmental sources of bacterial immigrants, we showed 27	

that surface aquatic bacterial assemblages were strongly influenced by terrestrial 28	

populations from soil, biofilms or sediments, and primarily selected by a pH-alkalinity 29	

gradient. Indeed, source proportions explained 27% of the community variation, and 30	

chemistry 15% of the total variation, half of it shared with the sources. Major taxonomic 31	

groups such as Verrucomicrobia, Actinobacteria, and Bacteroidetes showed higher 32	

aquatic affinities than Parcubacteria, Gammaproteobacteria, Alphaproteobacteria or 33	

Betaproteobacteria, which may be recruited and selected through different 34	

hydrographic habitats. A regional fingerprint was observed with lower alpha diversity 35	

and higher beta diversity in the central Pyrenees than in both ends. We suggest an 36	

ecological succession process, likely influenced by complex interactions of environmental 37	

source dispersal and environmental filtering along the mountain range geography.	38	

 39	

Originality-significance statement 40	

Understanding the general rules of microbial community assembly is one of the current 41	

challenges in ecology. Biological communities assemble through dispersal from a global 42	

pool and environmental filtering processes to form local communities according to their 43	

environmental preferences. Within metacommunities, the study of  whole regions with 44	

partially isolated local communities can disentangle the ecological processes leading to 45	

idiosyncratic spatial structures. In this study, we simultaneously analyzed >300 alpine 46	

lakes within the Pyrenean lacustrine district as an especially suitable living laboratory 47	

where local effects can be easily noticed and scaled to the regional level because of  their 48	

remoteness, partial isolation, and strong environmental gradients. We showed that 49	

lacustrine plankton is strongly influenced by terrestrial populations that experience 50	

differential environmental pressures, and that these sources are the primary drivers of 51	

community structure. A spatial fingerprint was observed at the regional level, which 52	

could be related to the accumulation of these processes over time. 53	
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Introduction 54	

 55	

Understanding the general rules of microbial community assembly is one of the current 56	

challenges in ecology. The ecological theory posits that communities assemble through 57	

dispersal from a global pool and environmental filtering processes [1] to form local 58	

communities [2] according to their environmental preferences [3, 4]. In general, local 59	

environmental filtering results from the combination of substrate (i.e., soil type), 60	

chemistry (i.e., water alkalinity), geologic history (i.e., rock formations), climatic factors 61	

(i.e., temperature gradients), and biotic-related factors (i.e., species competition). When 62	

evaluating local communities at the regional scale, assembled biological communities 63	

are expected to be the result of the complex integration of these processes.  64	

 65	

In continental hydrological networks, the whole process of community assembly is 66	

complex, and is linked to a higher spatial heterogeneity than in the surface marine 67	

realm [5, 6]. In addition, hydrological networks have properties that combine the 68	

peculiarities of both isolated (i.e., lakes as water islands, surrounded by terrestrial 69	

environments) and highly connected flowing systems (i.e., terrestrial materials transfers 70	

subjected to temporal dynamics of streams or small flows at the catchment scale [7]). 71	

These fluxes are particularly relevant in alpine oligotrophic aquatic networks, where 72	

seasonal processes can exert a population seeding effect from the snowpack, littoral, or 73	

watershed soil water [8]. Niche specialization becomes evident in boreal hydrographic 74	

networks, where communities from rivers, sediments or soils are differentiated and 75	

directionally structured to colonize lake water [9]. The combination of water flows, 76	

terrestrial inputs and local filtering is however still not well understood at regional scales. 77	

Lake plankton aggregates organisms from different dispersal sources and integrate 78	

bacteria from processes acting at the catchment scale [10, 11] , in transition between 79	

water, air and surrounding grounds [12].  80	

 81	

Lakes are living laboratories where local effects can be easily noticed. Given the strong 82	

altitudinal gradient and the mostly highly diluted and oligotrophic nature of high-83	

mountain waters, alpine microbial metacommunities are expected to display different 84	

ecological patterns than those of lowland freshwaters, which usually display higher 85	

organic matter contents [13, 14]. Environmental filters such as pH has been called to 86	

explain spatial gradients and temporal variations in alpine lakes [15, 16] and in boreal 87	
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hydrographic networks [9, 17]. Also, other environmental filters related to trophic state 88	

such as phosphorus or nitrates [18, 19], hydrographic factors such as water retention 89	

time [17, 20] or even species-area relationships [16, 21] have been reported to explain 90	

alpine metacommunity patterns. In highly connected hydrographic networks an 91	

interaction between hydrology and local pH has been called as the major force 92	

structuring communities [17] suggesting that a combined exploration of dispersal and 93	

environmental filtering is also needed in the more isolated lakes within the alpine biome. 94	

However, the strength of the whole set of environmental filters on immigrant species is 95	

unknown. Hypothetically, specific ranges and values of any environmental variable 96	

could selectively promote or prevent colonization, survival or growth of immigrants 97	

from different origins such as soils, sediments, rivers or ground waters from the 98	

watersheds.  99	

 100	

The Pyrenees mountain range hold more than 1000 lakes with different local 101	

communities that according to zooplankton composition belong to the same eco-region 102	

[22]. So far, the extensive limnological tradition in this area has been mostly focused on 103	

a few lakes because of the remoteness, high isolation and difficulties to extensive 104	

sampling [11], although a few large spatial surveys have been carried out [18]. Because 105	

of its high reported microbial molecular diversity coupled to its strong environmental 106	

gradients [16, 23, 24], the Pyrenees lacustrine district region is an ideal natural 107	

laboratory to study microbial metacommunity processes. Reconstructions of ice 108	

regression chronology in the Pyrenees suggest an east-west gradient in ice extent during 109	

the last glacial maximum and a faster retreat of the east-Pyrenean ice sheet after 110	

temperature increments [26], which could have driven the structure of the 111	

contemporary hydrographic system, as observed in other ecosystems [27]. In addition, 112	

geological substrate is more alkaline in the west-Pyrenean region, and pH is known to 113	

structure alpine communities of the area at least within small spatial scales [16]. 114	

 115	

In the present investigation and given the opportunities provided by the Pyrenean lakes 116	

system, we aimed to uncover drivers of community assembly at the regional scale using 117	

a large Pyrenean lakes dataset (>300 lakes simultaneously studied) and looking for 118	

distribution patterns and source populations of local bacterial communities along 119	

geographical, limnological and physico-chemical gradients.  120	

 121	
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First, we intend to identify the main sources providing bacterial populations to lakes and 122	

if a taxonomic signature was associated with these sources. Second, we assessed whether 123	

or not environmental factors constrained the different sources of diversity. We further 124	

quantified sources and environmental filters at the lake scale to sort primary drivers of 125	

community assembly at the regional scale. Finally, we aimed to unveil and understand 126	

spatial signals of bacterial diversity at the regional level.	127	

	 	128	
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Results 129	

 130	

Environmental and geographic gradients 131	

A multivariate analysis using PCA (Figure S2) with rotation ‘varimax’ reduced the 132	

geographic, chemical and limnological complexity of the lakes dataset to three main 133	

components that explained 47% of the total variance (Table 1). Lakes did not cluster in 134	

the dataset but arranged in a wide continuum of data points. The first rotated 135	

component (RC1) included TDP, TP, DOP, DON and DOC, representing the nutrient 136	

availability, which was higher but also more heterogeneous in the eastern Pyrenees. The 137	

second component (RC2) was indicative of the alkalinity-acidity axis along the 138	

latitudinal gradient with high loadings of pH, ALC, COND and DIC in the west. The 139	

third component (RC3) included lake morphometric parameters such as lake area, 140	

WRT, depth and lake volume. 141	

 142	

Taxonomic diversity and regional community structure 143	

Bacterial taxonomic diversity at the regional scale was represented by 53 identified 144	

phyla. Bacteroidetes, Betaproteobacteria, Actinobacteria, and Alphaproteobacteria were 145	

the most abundant taxa in the region, accounting for 89% of the relative abundance 146	

(Figure 1), with different distribution in the lakes (Figure 1, Figure S3). Interestingly, the 147	

relative abundance of Bacteroidetes was negatively correlated to Alphaproteobacteria 148	

(rS=-0.31, p<0.001), both showing differential abundance/richness relationships per 149	

sample (Figure 1a). While Betaproteobacteria and Actinobacteria were abundance-150	

enriched, the rest of the phyla were richness-enriched. In particular, 151	

Deltaproteobacteria and Parcubacteria (Patescibacteria superphylum) showed the 152	

highest regional richness (Figure 1b), although they were among the taxa with lower 153	

relative proportions. 154	

 155	

The resulting regional structure of the Pyrenean bacterioplankton showed a high 156	

dispersion without any clear clustered structure (Figure 2). Community dissimilarity 157	

matrix was correlated with two PCA rotated components (Table 1) (after transformation 158	

to equivalent dissimilarity matrices): the alkalinity-acidity axis RC2 (rM = 0.20, p < 159	

0.001) and the lake morphometric axis RC3 (rM = 0.06, p < 0.05). Parameters that are 160	

usually reported as significant did not shown significant associations, such as the nutrient 161	

related axis RC1 (rM = 0.02, p > 0.05), or the potential effect of the hydrological 162	
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framework, based on water renewal time (WRT). Alpha diversity distances, based on 163	

the Shannon indices, were related to the bacterioplankton structure (rM=0.38, p < 164	

0.001). Effects of altitude on community variability were weak (rM=0.098, p < 0.001), 165	

although we observed a significant effect of altitude solely on lakes with extreme pH, 166	

both pH > 8 (rM=0.28, p=0.004, n=30 lakes) and pH <6.5 (rM=0.20, p=0.019, n=32 167	

lakes).  168	

 169	

In addition, beta diversity was quantified according to the main variables related to the 170	

community structure, i.e., pH and alpha diversity. When dividing the region between 171	

lakes with high and low diversity based on the median H’ value (4.29), there were no 172	

significant beta diversity differences. When estimating beta diversity with both H’ and 173	

pH factors, the low H’ group had significantly higher beta diversity than the high H’ 174	

group (Kruskal-Wallis, H=18.05, p<0.001) (Figure 2). Still, pH levels did not show 175	

significant differences within each diversity group nor evaluating it as a single factor. 176	

 177	

Associated environmental ontology (EnvO) of bacteria inhabiting the lakes 178	

The predominant EnvO terms associated to bacterial counterparts in databases were 179	

intimately related to aquatic terms, mostly to ‘lake’ (37.6%), but also to ‘epilimnion’ 180	

(5.3%), ‘river’ (3.1%) or ‘groundwater’ (2.7%). Particle-associated and terrestrial sources 181	

terms such as ‘soil’ (2.8%), ‘wetland’ (2.0%), ‘sediments’ (1.5%) and ‘biofilm’ (1.9%) 182	

were also substantially detected. In further analyses we avoided the use of other 183	

abundant but redundant and correlated terms such as ‘freshwater’, ‘freshwater lake’ or 184	

‘surface water’. Bacterial populations that shared a common environmental annotation 185	

were grouped for each lake and showed significant differences on their ecological 186	

features (p < 0.05, ANOVA; Figure 3). Post-hoc Tukey showed different groups of 187	

significance depending on the diversity metric used, but in general, there was an 188	

equivalent contribution from aquatic and terrigenous sources to overall alpha diversity 189	

(Figure 3a and 3b). Betadispersion based on bray-curtis (Figure 3c) showed that aquatic 190	

sources (‘Epilimnion’, ‘River’ and ‘Groundwater) had the lowest values, while 191	

betadispersion based with Raup-Crick dissimilarities (Figure 3d) showed few statistical 192	

differences among sources, again with ‘River’ and ‘Groundwater’ with the lowest values. 193	

Interestingly, we observed a taxonomic signature in the predominance of each 194	

environmental source (Figure 4). Phyla such as Cyanobacteria, Verrucomicrobia, 195	

Actinobacteria or Bacteroidetes were mostly related to aquatic habitats (lake and 196	
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epilimnion), while Deltaproteobacteria, Parcubacteria or Gammaproteobacteria 197	

predominated in the terrestrial origin (soil and sediment). It is worth to mention that 198	

those phyla with negative correlations mentioned above such as Alphaproteobacteria 199	

and Bacteroidetes (Figure S3) had markedly different associated EnvO term profiles 200	

(Figure 4).  201	

 202	

Role of bacterial sources and environmental filtering on the regional community assembly and diversity 203	

To compare the relative influence of the chemical variables and the different EnvO 204	

terms within the nMDS ordination space (Figure 2), we performed first a variation 205	

partitioning analysis in the whole Pyrenees region (Figure 5a). EnvO terms alone, 206	

explained 27% of the variation, while chemical variables explained 15% of the total 207	

variation, half of it shared between chemical variables and EnvO sources. Regarding the 208	

shared variation between chemistry and sources (8% in total, up to 21% in the west), we 209	

explored concrete relationships between proportion of EnvO terms per lake, and its 210	

chemical and limnological properties. Four EnvO terms showed relevant constraints (rS 211	

> 0.15 and p < 0.05). ‘Epilimnion’ showed a significant positive relationship with pH 212	

and ALC, but also to nutrient content (negative to NO3 and TDN, and positive to 213	

DOC). The ‘river’ term was significantly linked to geography (Latitude). ‘Sediment’ 214	

proportion had also a geographic signal, and was further correlated to the rotated 215	

components from the PCA (negative to RC1 and positive to RC2). The ‘Soil’ term only 216	

showed a negative relationship with Na.  217	

 218	

To fully uncover the complex ecological associations in the regional community 219	

structure, we applied a network analysis based on Spearman correlations between the 220	

axis of the nMDS ordination, chemistry, morphometric variables, alpha diversity, and 221	

the contribution of annotated EnvO terms to each lake (Figure 5b). We identified three 222	

distinct network modules of a total of 55 significant interactions (modularity 0.317). The 223	

main connector of the three modules and nMDS axis was ‘Epilimnion’, followed by the 224	

Shannon index. The first module (nMDS1) further showed strong negative relationships 225	

with pH (rS=-0.52, p<0.001) and related variables, but also a positive relationship to 226	

‘Groundwater’ and ‘Soil’. The second module (nMDS2) was linked to alpha diversity 227	

(richness rS=-0.72 and wtd.PD rS=-0.58, p<0.001), nutrient variables such as DOC or 228	

NO2, and EnvO terms such as ‘River’, ‘Biofilm’, ‘Wetland’ and ‘Lake’, with an effect of 229	

Altitude. Interestingly the terms ‘Soil’, ‘Biofilm’ and ‘River’ correlated positively with 230	
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richness or wtd.PD, while both alpha diversity indices had a negative relation with 231	

‘Lake’. Shannon index was not associated to any EnvO term. The third module 232	

(nMDS3) comprised two chemical variables: K and SRP (a measure of available 233	

phosphate in soils for plants), which were strongly associated to ‘Sediment’ (rS =0.52, 234	

p<0.001) showing a trade-off with ‘Epilimnion’. The complex network of correlations 235	

results in three major combined forces structuring the community: (1) pH and 236	

‘Epilimnion’, (2) nutrient chemistry and multiple sources, and (3) ‘Sediment’, with a 237	

geographic effect linked to the three forces. 238	

 239	

Community assembly in the geographic context 240	
Despite there was not a significant linear relationship between geographic distances and 241	

community distances (rM =0.04, p= 0.06), mantel correlograms over multiple distance 242	

classes, showed a small but significant effect of geographic distance on nearby lakes 243	

(~7.3 km.) (Figure S4). Indeed, nMDS axis 1 and 3 linearly correlated to geographic 244	

coordinates (Figure 5b), and in the variation partitioning analysis of the nMDS (Figure 245	

5a), the proportion of variance explained by geography was very low (6.1%) but 246	

significant. The eastern and central Pyrenees reflect the overall Pyrenees trend, whereas 247	

the western Pyrenees showed a substantial increase in the proportion of variance 248	

explained by geography and associated chemical variables, reaching a total 75% of 249	

variation explained. Furthermore, we evaluated potential non-linear geographic 250	

relationships with alpha diversity considering geographic sub-regions (West, Central and 251	

East) and the distance to Pyrenees geographic center (Figure 6). We observed a 252	

relationship between the geographic distance to Pyrenees center and H’ (Figure 6a), 253	

lacking with the two other alpha diversity metrics. This trend was significant towards the 254	

eastern region (rS=0.18, p=0.047), but non-significant towards the more alkaline western 255	

region. Surprisingly, when evaluating the alpha diversity of zOTUs classified according 256	

to their EnvO terms, the trend towards the western region was significant in five EnvO 257	

terms (Table 2), while the trend in the western region was only significant for the term 258	

‘Lake’. Regarding chemistry, although there was a trend towards alkaline lakes in the 259	

west and lakes with higher nutrients (DOC or TP, see Fig. S2) in the east, those factors 260	

were not correlated to alpha diversity, except for a weak positive relationship between 261	

DOC and PD (Figure 5b). 262	

 263	
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Regarding beta diversity in the sub-regions, there were significant differences (based on 264	

Kruskal-Wallis tests: Bray-Curtis: H=7.26, p<0.05; Raup-Crick: H=	57.17, p<0.01), 265	

with Central Pyrenees showing significantly higher dispersion than Western and Eastern 266	

Pyrenees (Figures 6b and 6c). Remarkably, betadispersion differences increased using 267	

the Raup-Crick metric, implying that alpha diversity differences are not the reason 268	

behind the betadispersion differences. When combining geography with EnvO terms 269	

into a two-way ANOVA, we observed significant differences between EnvO terms 270	

regarding beta diversity but the differences in beta diversity by geographic cluster within 271	

each EnvO term were lost. This indicates that it is required to consider the full pool of 272	

environmental sources to observe a difference between geographic clusters. The aquatic 273	

terms shared a significance group (‘Epilimnion’, ‘Groundwater’, ‘River’ and ‘Lake’) and 274	

those with solid particles involved shared a distinct significance group (‘Sediment’, ‘Soil’, 275	

‘Wetland’ and ‘Biofilm’), similarly to the beta diversity without considering geography 276	

(Figure 3c). Also, beta diversity per altitude ranges (below 2000, 2000-2500, above 2500) 277	

had no significant differences. 	278	

  279	
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Discussion 280	
 281	

Understanding biological community assembly is a complex issue in ecology that 282	

involves several processes, such as environmental selection and dispersal among others 283	

[1]. Inland water bodies offer good opportunities to approach this complexity for the 284	

microbial world [4, 9]. The assembly process is even worse understood at the regional 285	

scale and there is a lack of studies integrating multiple regional processes in the 286	

microbial assembly process, with few examples [28]. 287	

 288	

The role of hydrographic niches in lake communities 289	
The results that we report here point to a critical relevance of dispersal from multiple 290	

hydrographic niches on the structure of the local bacterioplankton communities in the 291	

Pyrenees mountain range. Although water fluxes through the catchment are known to 292	

export solid particles passively, movement and origin of bacteria has traditionally been 293	

hard to infer [10]. Only more recently, there have been comprehensive attempts to 294	

uncover these fluxes, mainly regarding soils [9, 29–31]. Indeed, tracking dispersal 295	

processes based on the potential source populations [32] allowed us to identify bacteria 296	

related to soils and sediments, but also to rivers, groundwater and biofilms. Obviously, 297	

populations from lakes and particularly the epilimnion layer were among the most 298	

abundant EnvO terms of the Pyrenean surface bacterioplankton. Phyla containing 299	

zOTUs with higher aquatic affinities, such as Cyanobacteria, Verrucomicrobia, 300	

Actinobacteria, and Bacteroidetes may represent autochthonous bacteria [16, 33] 301	

whereas the remarkable proportion of soil-sediment affinities ascribed to Parcubacteria, 302	

Gammaproteobacteria, Alphaproteobacteria and Betaproteobacteria zOTUs may 303	

represent allochthonous ‘seed’ bacteria, some of them known to be recruited through 304	

the hydrographic network and later thriving in lakes [9, 12, 29]. As expected, habitat 305	

preference of bacterial phyla shows a certain degree of coherence [34], but also some 306	

habitat diversification. There are specific populations within the latter groups well 307	

adapted to the planktonic realm, e.g., the Alphaproteobacterial LD12 lineage [35], and 308	

the Betaproteobacterial genera Polynucleobacter and Limnohabitans [36, 37], among others. 309	

 310	

Furthermore, bacteria related to rivers and groundwater could be indicative of the mass 311	

effects on water movement through the hydrographic surface network [17] and the sub-312	

surface reservoirs [38], respectively. Biofilms as a source may be directly related to 313	
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particle-associated bacteria transported by the hydrological system [39] or to ‘floc’ 314	

formation that has been observed in the neustonic fraction of the lakes [40]. These may 315	

also be free-living stages of epilithic biofilms, known to have a large diversity and an 316	

active role in Pyrenean oligotrophic lakes [41]).  317	

 318	

Environmental filtering of specific environmental sources 319	

Environmental sources explain better the community heterogeneity than chemical and 320	

geographic variables combined. The potential immigration effect from rivers, wetlands, 321	

and biofilms indicates watershed fluxes that play a relevant dynamic role in community 322	

structuration. In fact, a temporal study has shown that the resident community strongly 323	

determines future communities regardless of further dispersal sources, which may 324	

behave in a transient manner [31]. The highly diluted nature of the Pyrenean lakes, in 325	

turn, makes that river and soil sources significantly enhance richness, in detriment of 326	

true lake bacteria proportion. Furthermore, our results showed that metacommunity 327	

beta dispersion was lowest in bacteria from some aquatic sources (rivers and 328	

groundwaters) while Shannon diversity was similar between aquatic and terrestrial 329	

sources. The Raup-Crick dissimilarities were homogeneous among sources, indicating 330	

that their beta-diversities may be primarily driven by its contribution in richness [43], 331	

and revealing that all sources may be similarly important when contributing to lake 332	

community structures.  333	

 334	

In addition, how these fluxes are related with chemical filtering was previously unclear. 335	

Potential immigrant bacteria are sorted by the local environmental filtering to finally 336	

colonize the lakes showing major effects of pH and of the NO3-DOC relationship. 337	

Bacteria specialized to the epilimnion were favored by alkaline pH and the nutrient 338	

related axis (DOC, NO3 and TP), in detriment of those from the sediment. The 339	

environmental filter by pH associated to catchment lithology has been recurrently 340	

reported in the area [16, 44], and in additional studies in the literature such as lake 341	

sediments [45] streams or rivers [9] and lakes [9, 17, 46]. Similarly, influence of 342	

nutrients has also been widely reported on community structures and alpine lake 343	

processes in the area [16, 18, 47], however the magnitude of these variables structuring 344	

the whole bacterial metacommunity was substantially lower than expected, given 345	

previous observations in eukaryotic communities [23] or at the catchment scale [16]. 346	

Since we could not explain a fraction of the metacommunity variation (particularly in 347	
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central and eastern Pyrenees), we assume that additional unmeasured variables may be 348	

affecting the high mountain lake surface communities, such as UV radiation [13], wind 349	

effects on floc proliferation [40], the long-term recurrence of aerial depositions [48, 49], 350	

or biotic relationships with eukaryotic plankton [50, 51]. In boreal systems it has been 351	

shown the influence of hydrology [17] in community composition, although in the 352	

Pyrenees alpine system we did not observe effects by any metrics of water turnover such 353	

as water renewal time (WRT) or lake size. 354	

 355	
Spatial fingerprints in the regional metacommunity 356	

Local communities are subject to all the factors and processes already mentioned, but 357	

within the whole region, historical processes such as past environmental selection and 358	

initial species sorting may have long-term effects on community structure [52], which 359	

likely exhibits biogeographic patterns [3]. In general, we observed a negative 360	

relationship between Shannon diversity and beta dispersion, potentially indicating a 361	

process of community convergence, potentially derived from ecological succession [53–362	

55]. Furthermore, when we combined in the geographic context alpha and beta 363	

diversity metrics, we observed the same association. In general, when communities were 364	

more similar (low beta diversity), they had higher alpha diversity; and along sub-regions, 365	

we observed lower alpha diversity and higher beta diversity in the central Pyrenees than 366	

in the eastern and western parts. The higher beta-diversity in Central Pyrenees indicates 367	

a greater strength of stochastic processes than in the Pyrenees extremes, with an 368	

enhanced determinism. Given that the pattern overlap between pH and geography 369	

solely happens in the western Pyrenees, and that beta diversity did not change neither 370	

across pH nor altitude ranges, solely these factors do not adequately represent all the 371	

historical processes that may have taken place, although it may do so at the catchment 372	

level [14, 56]. Instead, founder effects of zooplankton populations and a trend of their 373	

alpha diversity towards the eastern Pyrenees has been already detected [57]. 374	

Furthermore, since the lake surface is connected to surrounding soils, it makes sense to 375	

infer that at least a fraction of aquatic bacterial populations may also respond to soil 376	

community biogeography, where palaeoclimate can explain a unique proportion of 377	

community heterogeneity [27]. Therefore, the freshwater regional diversity pattern 378	

observed could respond to a combination of historical processes such as niche dispersal, 379	

priority effects [9], present and former environmental conditions [52] ultimately shaping 380	

the ecological succession process [53].  381	
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 382	

Conclusions 383	

In summary, our results show that the processes driving community assembly in high 384	

mountain lakes are primarily related to the selective habitat dispersal of environmental 385	

sources and secondarily to the environmental filtering of a wide repertory of 386	

environmental sources of bacterial immigrants. We found chemical selection towards 387	

specific epilimnetic bacteria and a significant impact of sediment, river, wetland, 388	

groundwater and soil populations on local community structures. Despite a minor effect 389	

of geography on community assembly, our analysis of alpha and beta diversity indicates 390	

that the complex interactions of environmental source dispersal and environmental 391	

filtering leaves a spatial signature in the bacterioplankton along the mountain range 392	

geography. 393	

 394	

 395	
  396	
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Experimental methods 397	

 398	

Sampling and environmental variables 399	
The dataset (304 lakes analyzed) contained both alpine and montane Pyrenean lakes 400	

that were sampled in summer 2011 along a spatial gradient ranging from longitudes 401	

0°42'21.6" W to 2°27'45.9" E and latitudes 42°25'10.0" N to 42°56'06.4" N (see Figure 402	

S1 for a detailed map and altitudinal distributions, and Table S1). The dataset covered 403	

heterogeneous lakes in their physico-chemical properties and of different sizes (range 404	

0.1-56.9 ha) and altitudinal gradient distributions (range 1459-2990 meters above sea 405	

level) (Table S2). Higher lake alkalinity has been reported in the west part of the 406	

Pyrenees mountain range [44, 58]. The Pyrenean alpine catchments are composed of 407	

bare rock, scree, and alpine meadows, with 40% soil coverage on average. The 408	

predominant basin bedrock is plutonic rock (48%). Other lithologies present are 409	

metamorphic rocks (schist and slate, 27%), limestones (18%), and detrital rocks (18%). 410	

Pyrenean lakes are typically very poor in nutrients [18, 59]. Surface water samples were 411	

directly collected close to the outflow of the lakes, sampling c. 200 mL in 0.22-micron 412	

Sterivex pressure driven sterile filter units (Millipore R), pre-filtered through a pore size 413	

of 50 µm, avoiding disturbance of the littoral zone [24]. Sterivex cartridges were filled in 414	

situ with lysis buffer, and DNA was extracted in the laboratory as previously reported 415	

[60]. We measured 30 chemical and geomorphological variables: lake area, catchment 416	

area, lake depth, lake volume, water renewal time (WRT), altitude, longitude, latitude, 417	

pH, alkalinity (ALK), conductivity (COND), dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), dissolved 418	

organic carbon (DOC), nitrites (NO2), nitrates (NO3), ammonium (NH4), dissolved 419	

organic nitrogen (DON), total dissolved nitrogen (TDN), dissolved organic phosphorus 420	

(DOP), total dissolved phosphorus (TDP), total phosphorus (TP), soluble reactive 421	

phosphorus (SRP), particulate Phosphorus (PP), dissolved reactive silica (DRSi), 422	

chlorides (Cl), sulphate (SO4), potassium (K), calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg) and 423	

sodium (Na). Analytical methods were carried out as reported [59]). 424	

 425	

16S rRNA gene amplification and sequence analyses 426	

The V4 loop was amplified using the universal primer pair 515f and 806r [61] that is 427	

reported to cover most bacteria and archaea with a few known biases [24]. Amplicon 428	

libraries were prepared through dual-index sequencing strategy [62] to be sequenced 429	

through the MiSeq 2x250 technology. Samples were prepared and sequenced in the 430	
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genomics core of the RTSF-MSU (Michigan State University). Illumina paired-end raw 431	

data was processed using UPARSE v.	9.2.64 [63]. In brief, 9024683 bacterial 16S 432	

rRNA gene partial sequences were merged allowing a maximum of two ambiguities. 433	

Quality filtering step kept 6716745 merged sequences of 253 bp and with an expected 434	

error higher than 0.5. The UNOISE algorithm [64] recovered a total of 13385 zero-435	

radius OTUs (zOTUs, i.e., 100% identity) after de-noising and chimera filtering under 436	

default parameters. This approach improves resolution of OTU clustering at 97% 437	

identity by accurately retrieving unique 16S rRNA gene clean sequences, which may 438	

hold higher ecological resolution. These zOTUs were taxonomically classified online 439	

using the SILVA-NGS pipeline [65] with the Silva 128 database using default 440	

parameters. We recovered 5563074 sequences, which clustered into 11804 zOTUs after 441	

removal of chloroplasts and mitochondria. Raw sequences are available in the NCBI 442	

SRA archive under the BioProject number PRJNA413654, and a detailed list of 443	

accessions with additional geographic information is shown in Table S1.  444	

 445	

The descriptive environmental terms (environmental sources) were approached through 446	

the SeqEnv pipeline [66]. The SeqEnv pipeline selects up to one hundred similar 447	

sequences to zOTUs (we set the threshold to 98.5% identity) from public database 448	

repositories (NCBI Genbank), and retrieves environmental ontology (EnvO) terms [67] 449	

available for these sequences for each zOTU. SeqEnv results retrieve the probability of 450	

finding a zOTU in one or multiple environments given previously reported sequences. 451	

A total of 409 EnvO terms were associated to the most abundant zOTUs, 452	

corresponding on average to the 87.4% (standard deviation 0.06) of reads per sample. 453	

Weighted metrics of environmental sources were obtained after correcting for relative 454	

abundances (i.e., sum of relative abundances of all zOTUs with the ‘Soil’ annotation; 455	

weighted by the probability of finding that zOTU in ‘Soil’). A single zOTU can 456	

therefore contribute to multiple environmental sources. To further characterize each 457	

environmental source, we split zOTUs per environmental source annotation into 458	

smaller community matrices.  459	

 460	

Statistical analyses 461	

Statistical analyses were run in the R environment [68] with functions from packages 462	

‘vegan’ [69], ‘agricolae’ [70], and ‘lefse’ [71]. Results were plotted with ‘ggplot2’ [72]. 463	
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Alpha diversity metrics (Richness, Shannon, and Phylogenetic diversity) were estimated 464	

after rarefaction to 5500 sequences per sample, and to 2000 sequences per sample for 465	

the EnvO term communities. Shannon index (H’) was calculated with the function 466	

diversity, and Phylogenetic diversity (Weighted Faith's PD index) with function 467	

weighted.faith after aligning sequences and reconstructing a phylogenetic tree using the 468	

FastTree maximum-likelihood algorithm[73]. Regional microbial communities were 469	

fitted under a non-metric multidimensional scaling (nMDS) based on Bray-Curtis 470	

dissimilarities calculated with function vegdist. To test whether the communities were 471	

deterministically or stochastically selected, we compared community subsets according 472	

to Raup-Crick dissimilarities, which compare sample differences towards a null model 473	

using presence/absence data using the raupcrick function (it also allows to measure strict 474	

beta-diversity, avoiding the influence of alpha diversity [43]). We quantified beta 475	

diversity per geographic region, altitude, pH ranges, H’ groups, and by EnvO term 476	

communities using the function betadisper. Spearman correlations (rS) and Mantel tests 477	

(rM) were carried out to assess relationships between microbiological parameters and 478	

chemical, morphometric, geographical variables, and estimated EnvO terms (weighted 479	

per lake). We further quantified the impact of these 4 sets of variables on the community 480	

structure through a variance partitioning analysis (function varpart), with a prior forward 481	

selection of variables avoiding co-linearity. Finally, we carried out a comprehensive 482	

integration of variable correlations through network analysis in gephi [74]. We included 483	

76 correlations with an rS > |0.15|, at p < 0.05 threshold, to assess dispersal and 484	

filtering. For that purpose, we excluded interactions within variable categories (that is, 485	

nMDS axis, diversity metrics, environmental variables and sources). We tested for 486	

overall significant differences in categories using Kruskal Wallis test, and further post-487	

hoc multiple comparison tests if data lacked normality. For normal distributions, 488	

ANOVA with a post-hoc Tukey HSD was used. 489	

 490	
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Legends 694	
 695	
Table 1. Summary of principal components analysis with rotation ‘varimax’. Report of the 696	
weights of variables associated to the rotated components and % of variation explained. 697	
 698	
Table 2. Relationships of alpha diversity (H’) measured in each environmental source and the 699	
geographic context (measured as distance to the Pyrenees center and east/west direction). 700	
Significance levels: ** (p<0.01), * (p<0.05).  701	
 702	
Figure 1. Richness (number of zOTUs) and relative abundance (proportion of reads) 703	
relationships of bacterial taxa detected in the Pyrenean dataset. (a) Mean and SD of phyla 704	
among the different samples. (b) Richness and abundance of phyla aggregating the total sum of 705	
samples of the metacommunity. 706	
 707	
Figure 2: (a) Non-metric multidimensional scaling (nMDS) ordination of lake bacterial 708	
communities based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarities colored by the strongest correlated variable 709	
(pH) and dot-shapes split considering two Shannon index groups (above and below the median 710	
value) (b) Comparison of the beta dispersion between communities with high and low H’ 711	
diversity, and classified in five groups according to pH (0.5 intervals). 712	
 713	
Figure 3. Means and standard deviations of (a) Richness and (b) Shannon index for the main 714	
EnvO terms after the intensive SeqEnv database search; (c) community betadispersion of 715	
subsampled EnvO communities using Bray-Curtis dissimilarities; (d) community betadispersion 716	
of subsampled EnvO communities using Raup-Crick dissimilarities. All metrics showed 717	
significant differences with ANOVA, and significance groups based on post-hoc HSD text are 718	
indicated. 719	
 720	
Figure 4. Environmental term affiliation of zOTUs within most abundant bacterial taxa, 721	
sorted by the ‘Lake’ EnvO term.  722	
 723	
Figure 5: The upper panel (a) shows the percentages of variation in the nMDS ordinations (full 724	
Pyrenees and separated western, central and eastern Pyrenees areas) explained by chemistry, 725	
EnvO sources and geography through variation partitioning. Not explained (residuals) and 726	
shared variation between the metadata types is also shown. (b) Network of correlations between 727	
nMDS axis, chemistry, geography, EnvO sources, diversity metrics, and RC components from 728	
the environmental PCA (gephi layout: Forceatlas2). Node colors indicate three different modules 729	
connected by links with different thickness (Spearman’s r) and color (red: negative, grey: 730	
positive). Node size represents the number of links of that node. 731	
 732	
Figure 6: Relationships between Pyrenean geography and bacterial diversity: (a) Sliding means 733	
of alpha diversity (H’) starting from the geographic centroid separating the gradient to the east 734	
and to the west. Linear models and loess functions were used to draw the geographic trends 735	
observed; (b) Community betadispersion (Bray-Curtis) by Pyrenean sub-regions; (c) Community 736	
betadispersion (Raup-Crick) by Pyrenean sub-regions. 737	
 738	
Figure S1. (a) Location of study lakes across the Pyrenees. Lakes colored by its altitudinal 739	
location, (b) longitudinal profile of altitudes and pH. 740	
 741	
Figure S2. Principal components analysis (PCA) performed with the 30 environmental 742	
variables (log-transformed and standardized) and the geographic coordinates of 320 lakes. The 743	
diagram describes the lineal combination of variables showing the main environmental 744	
gradients (components PC1 and PC2 represented 37% of the total environmental variance. 745	
With the third component, PC3, the analysis accumulates 49% of the environmental variance). 746	
The different colors indicate the geographic position. 747	
 748	
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Figure S3. The proportion of the dominant (a) and more rare (b) phyla in the Pyrenees. Lakes 749	
are sorted by the most abundant in each case (Bacteroidetes and Gammaproteobacteria 750	
respectively).  751	
 752	
Figure S4. Mantel correlogram showing spatial correlation (Mantel r) for the bacterial 753	
assemblages using: (a) the spearman method and (b) the Raup-Crick method. Colored circles 754	
(blue positive, red negative) indicate significant spatial autocorrelation after progressive 755	
Bonferroni corrections (p = 0.05, 999 permutations). 756	
 757	
Table S1. Sample codes for BioProject PRJNA413654, geographic position and name of lakes. 758	
 759	
Table S2. Environmental descriptors of the Pyrenean dataset. Mean values, standard deviation 760	
(SD), maximum and minimum values for 30 chemical and morphometric variables. 761	



Table. 1
Variable RC1 (18%) RC2 (16%) RC3 (12%)
TDP 0,852 N.S -0,205
TP 0,84 0,102 -0,215
DOP 0,826 0,142 -0,211
DOC 0,729 0,154 -0,18
DON 0,7 N.S N.S
Altitude -0,313 -0,245 N.S
ALC N.S 0,954 N.S
DIC N.S 0,946 N.S
Ca N.S 0,937 0,106
COND 0,142 0,892 0,199
pH N.S 0,755 -0,213
Mg 0,232 0,517 0,23
Longitude 0,324 -0,511 0,106
Fond -0,144 N.S 0,813
Lake area -0,144 N.S 0,812
Volume N.S N.S 0,794
RWT -0,154 N.S 0,718



Table	2.
EnvO	term Central-East Central-West

Lake 0.2** 0.17*

Epilimnion 0,13 0.28**

River 0,12 0.23**

Wetland 0,11 0.22**

Soil -0,01 0.18*

Groundwater 0,04 0,16

Sediment -0,06 0,16

Biofilm 0 -0,02
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